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Sundance 2015 review – Last Days in 
the Desert: Ewan McGregor plays 
Jesus and Satan in beautiful battle  
4 / 5 stars  

The temptation of Christ in the desert forms the heart of this painterly film – but it is a 
meditation on fathers and sons as well as Father and Son 

 
Ewan McGregor as Jesus in Last Days in the Desert. Photograph: Gilles Bruno 
Mingasson/Mockingbird Pictures  
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Jesus got his idea of teaching through parable somewhere, so who’s to say he 
couldn’t find inspiration from his own life? Last Days in the Desert, starring Ewan 
McGregor as both Jesus and the shadowy personification of a taunting Satan, is a 
smart and beautiful meditation of fathers and sons (and the Father and Son) that is 
slow but never boring. Rodrigo Garcia’s quiet, patient film toggles between 
ambiguous dialogue and bluntly telegraphed messaging, but when you are playing 
these roles you can afford to go a little grand. 

Furthermore, the real star of the picture is Emmanuel Lubezki’s cinematography 
which transforms California’s Anza-Borrego Desert state park to the stark crossroads 
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of Levantine good and evil. Just when you think you’ve seen the best magic hour 
landscape of rock formations, another comes to top it. 

The Gospels leave enough for the imagination during Jesus’s post-baptism, pre-
triumphal-entry time in the desert. For 40 days he fasted and resisted temptation. 
George Stevens’ Greatest Story Ever Told visualised this with painterly images of 
wispy Max von Sydow meeting homunculus Donald Pleasence. Martin Scorsese’s 
Last Temptation of Christ featured Willem Dafoe in conversation with a lion and 
tongue of fire. Garcia’s version offers a doppelganger in the same clothing but 
different attitude. Satan is more than just a devil on the shoulder – he’s a character 
with a degree of wisdom, and more first-hand knowledge of Jesus’s father than Jesus 
does. 

After an opening act of wandering through Lubezki’s postcards, Jesus comes across 
a family. For an instant Ciarán Hinds with his staff and robes looks a bit like a Monty 
Python gag, but his son (Tye Sheridan) sells it more. (McGregor sticks with received 
pronunciation, but at least he’s got a sun-cracked face.) With an ill wife (Ayelet Zurer) 
Hinds has moved his family to the precipice of a great cliff, hoping to build a home. 

Sheridan, who slowly reveals himself to be as much of this story’s protagonist as 
Jesus, wants desperately to go to Jerusalem and to see the world, and his talks with 
his new holy pal help him decide his fate. This twist, as it were, is the film’s 
masterstroke. One could maybe call this New Testament fan fiction, with Sheridan’s 
character as a Mary Sue. Or you can see the Sheridan-Hinds conflict as a mirror 
between Jesus and God’s. 

Amid this family struggle we see Jesus wrestling not only with Satan, but also testing 
out just how he’ll begin his ministry. When he offers words of consolation he later 
criticises himself for being too vague. I don’t think there’s been a screen version of 
this kind of Jesus. Were Last Days in the Desert a different kind of film, you’d be 
rooting for him to whip out one of his miracles during a key moment – thankfully it is 
not. 

On the spectrum of Jesus movies this belongs closer to Pasolini’s Gospel According 
to Matthew than, say, Nicholas Ray’s King of Kings, at least in its ascetic aesthetic. 
Certainly more than the recent wretched Mark Burnett and Roma Downey production 
Son of God. The off-book exploration will, I think, be of value to believers, but that’s 
an issue for the film’s marketing department. As an artwork about a man with a 
calling, the rich, hazy time spent in the desert certainly inspires. 

 


